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Introduction 
 

After Carl Friedrich Abel’s death on 20 June 1787 
in London, his movable property was disposed of 
on 12 December of the same year in the auction 
rooms of John Greenwood on Leicester Square. 
Also auctioned on that day, as Lot 34 under the 
heading Manuscript Music, was Mr. Abel’s last so-
los and concertos, for the viola da gamba.1 We do 
not know who won the bidding for Abel’s viola da 
gamba concertos. The unknown buyer most likely 
purchased the performance material out of which 
Abel and his companions had previously played at 
the concerts in the King’s Theatre in the Haymarket 
that were announced in the Public Advertiser. For 
the entr’acte music to Jomelli’s oratorio La Betulia 
liberata (25 February 1768) and to Handel’s 
masque Acis and Galatea (15 March 1775), Abel 
appeared as soloist in orchestra-accompanied viola 
da gamba concertos from his own quill, as well as 
in a concert in London’s Pantheon (16 March 1780) 
and in a private concert for the Duke of Queens-
berry (January 1785). The certainly rather random 
selection of documented performances of Abel’s vi-
ola da gamba concertos makes it clear that Abel’s 
music-making as a viola da gamba soloist with or-
chestra was not a rare event, and could either have 
been the main attraction of a concert or the enter-
taining musical interlude in a musico-dramatic 
work. His viola da gamba concertos also circulated 
outside of his artistic circle, as illustrated by Frie-
drich Wilhelm Marpurg’s anecdote about tavern 
virtuosos.2 All the more significant is the loss of 
these viola da gamba concertos by Abel, a loss 
symptomatic of the incomplete transmission within 
the genre. We are missing, for example, the viola da 
gamba concertos by Gottfried Heinrich Stözel 
(1690–1749) and Daniel Stolze (?–1777), which are 
listed in the publisher’s catalogues of Johann 
Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf (1761, 1762), and a 

 
1 Stephen Roe, “The Sale Catalogue of Carl Friedrich Abel,” Music 

and the Book Trade from the Sixteenth to the Twentieth Century, 
ed. R. Myers, M. Harris, and G. Mandelbrote (New Castle, Dela-
ware: Oak Knoll Press; London: British Library, 2008), pp. 105–
44. 

2 Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Legende einiger Musikheiligen, Erstes 
Dutzend der musikalischen Denkwürdigkeiten (Cölln am Rhein, 
1786), no. XI. 

3 Anton Milling, Concerto in D Major for viola da gamba, two vio-
lins, viola, and basso (Heidelberg: Güntersberg 2017), G297. 

4 Anton Raetzel, Concerto in A Major for viola da gamba, two vio-
lins, viola, and basso (Heidelberg: Güntersberg 2017), G298. 

number of viola da gamba concertos by Carl Wil-
helm Ferdinand Guhr (1787–1848). 

The surviving repertoire of this genre, which con-
sists of little more than a dozen works by Georg 
Philipp Telemann, Johann Pfeiffer, Johann Gottlieb 
Graun, and Giuseppe Tartini, experienced welcome 
additions in 2015 with the discovery of four hitherto 
unknown viola da gamba concertos in the Leden-
burg Collection: beside concertos by Anton Mill-
ing,3 Anton Raetzel,4 and Johann Carl (I) Graf zu 
Hardeck,5 the bundle of music manuscripts con-
tained a fourth manuscript titled CONCERTO Violo 
de Gambo whose composer we were able to identify 
as Carl Friedrich Abel.6 

The fortuitous find raised the question of whether 
further viola da gamba concertos from Abel’s quill 
exist unrecognized, possibly preserved as arrange-
ments for solo instruments such as violoncello, 
flute, or violin, whose rapidly increasing popularity 
in the mid-eighteenth century fueled the demand for 
literature. Had Charles Burney not regretfully ascer-
tained that “All lovers of Music lamented that he 
had not in youth attached himself to an instrument 
more worthy of his genius, taste, and learning, than 
the viola da gamba”?7 From this perspective, it may 
have seemed logical to not let music by the great 
master Abel – musically not only up to date, but 
dominant in terms of taste – perish with his old-
fashioned instrument, but instead to satisfy with it 
the musical appetite of upward striving instruments. 

Two examples of this recycling practice are to be 
found in Abel’s sonatas per il Violoncello in G ma-
jor (WKO 147) and in A major (WKO 148).8 Their 
musical substance comes from Abel’s Sonatas for 
Viola da gamba and Basso in G major (A2:72)9 and 
in A major (A2:51).10 Their transmission in the 
Maltzan Collection (A2:72) and in the Second Pem-
broke Collection (A2:51) in proximity to numerous 
autograph viola da gamba works leaves no room for 

5 Johann Carl Graf zu Hardeck, Concerto a Viola di Gamba, Violino 
Primo, Violino Secundo et Basso (Heidelberg: Günterberg 2018), 
G329. 

6 Carl Friedrich Abel (attributed), Concerto Violo de Gambo in A Ma-
jor A9:1A (Heidelberg: Güntersberg 2018), G328. 

7 Charles Burney, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages 
to the Present Period 4 (London 1789), p. 679. 

8 Carl Friedrich Abel, Two Berlin Sonatas for Violoncello and Bass 
(Heidelberg: Güntersberg 2007), G107. 

9 Carl Friedrich Abel, Maltzan Collection (Heidelberg: Güntersberg 
2016), G307. 

10 Carl Friedrich Abel, Second Pembroke Collection (Heidelberg: 
Güntersberg 2014), G254. 
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doubt concerning the sonata’s original designation 
for viola da gamba. 

Already in 2010, Peter Holman pointed out that 
the manner of writing in the solo part, designated 
Violoncello Concertato, of Abel’s Concerto in B-
flat major (WKO 52) is so fundamentally different 
from all of Abel’s other preserved violoncello com-
positions that it has to be presumed that the solo part 
is an arrangement for violoncello.11 In Holman’s 
opinion, the original version could have been a viola 
da gamba concerto. Additional confusion is caused 
by the fact that there exists a substantially identical 
Concerto in C major (WKO 51) with a solo part for 
Flauto Traverso Concer[ta]to. Is one of Abel’s 
missing viola da gamba concertos concealed in the 
Concertos WKO 51 and WKO 52? Helmut Lom-
nitzer, who edited the violoncello version already in 
1961, assumed this to be the case.12 

A critical examination of the two sources from 
the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kul-
turbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn-Archiv 
(Violoncello Concerto)13 and from the Badische 
Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe, Musikabteilung (Flute 
Concerto)14– although without a doubt one and the 
same concerto – reveals numerous differences. First 
and foremost is the choice of key. 

The opening and final movements of the Violon-
cello Concerto are in B-flat major, the middle 
movement in the subdominant key of E-flat major. 
This corresponds to Abel’s preference of key rela-
tionships between the outer movements and the 
slow middle movement, to which he even remained 
faithful when – as in the Sonata in E-flat major 
(A2:43) – the middle movement is in the key of A-
flat major, a key quite rare in viola da gamba litera-
ture. The key of C major for the opening and final 
movements of the Flute Concerto was probably 
chosen in view of the compass of the solo part and 
in consideration of the solo instrument’s timbre. 
The slow middle movement, in contrast to the Vio-
loncello Concerto, is in the dominant key of G ma-
jor. 

Also inconsistent are the movement headings for 
the respective opening and middle movements: 
Moderato (time signature C in all parts) and Adagio 
ma non troppo in the Violoncello Concerto; Allegro 
(time signature C in the flute part, alla breve in all 

 
11 Peter Holman, Life after Death: The Viola da Gamba in Britain 

from Purcell to Dolmetsch (Woodbridge: Boydell 2010), p. 200f. 
12 Karl Friedrich Abel, Konzert B-Dur für Violoncello (Gambe), 

Streicher und Continuo, ed. Helmut Lomnitzer (Wolfenbüttel: Mö-
seler 1961). 

the orchestral parts) and Adagio in the Flute Con-
certo. In the Flute Concerto, the solo instrument 
plays along in unison with the Violino Primo in all 
the tutti passages. The part for the Violoncello Con-
certato, on the other hand, is notated throughout on 
double staves for the solo and bass parts; in the tutti 
sections, the measures for the solo part remain blank 
(without rests). Whether this was intended to 
prompt the soloist to play along on the bass part or 
simply to enable him/her to read along, is a matter 
of interpretation. 

Beside the Basso part, the set of parts for the Flute 
Concerto includes an additional part for Contra 
Basso in which only the tutti passages are found, of-
ten in the lower octave. Compared to the Violon-
cello Concerto, the Basso part of the Flute Concerto 
is not infrequently notated measure-wise an octave 
lower. Such deviations appear above all when the 
flute plays passages in the high range. In the Vio-
loncello Concerto, on the other hand, there is the 
tendency to let the Basso play in the highest possi-
ble position, and with that to reduce the distance to 
the solo instrument. Time and again the note values 
are notated differently in the two concerto versions. 

Appoggiaturas, articulations, and dynamics are 
considerably more detailed in the Flute Concerto 
than in the Violoncello Concerto; in comparison to 
the flute version, the violoncello version also lacks 
whole sections of the two violin parts in the solo 
passages, and makes a more torso-like, unfinished 
effect. Occasional false notes in the solo and orches-
tral parts of the Violoncello Concerto never recur in 
the Flute Concerto. Both sets of parts each seem to 
have been copied from a score, as can be seen from 
the notation of longer sections of rests. 

The copyist of the Flute Concerto erroneously 
omitted three measures of the Adagio in the Violino 
Primo part. They are found written in pencil on a 
blank staff of the same page with the annotation “x 
missing 3 measures / amended by C. Klug.” Chris-
tian Klug (1892–1977), violoncello pupil of Julius 
Klengel (1859–1933) in Leipzig, studied viola da 
gamba with Christian Döbereiner (1874–1961) in 
Munich and numbered among the pioneers of mod-
ern viola da gamba practice. His amendment shows 
that he knew the Berlin source of the Violoncello 
Concerto and made the correction on the basis of it. 

13 D-B Mus. ms. 252/10. 
14 D-KA Mus. Hs. 4. 
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Klug, who combed through libraries for unknown 
viol compositions all his life, possibly already 
sought a viola da gamba version of the concerto. 

In numerous passages, the flute solo part reveals 
that it is the result of an arrangement. Although the 
transposition was certainly intended to serve the 
flute, time and again octave corrections of individ-
ual notes, individual figures, or whole sections are 
necessary, corrections that take into account the 
flute’s compass or the ease of playing in a particular 
range. In measure 130 of the first movement, there 
is even an awkwardly conceived figure, in lieu of an 
octave correction, intended to avoid having the flute 
drop below its range. All these modifications have 
technical, not musical reasons. Telling are the triplet 
figures starting in measure 175 of the third move-
ment, which are different in the two solo parts, yet 
in each case typical of the respective instrument, 
proving that the arranger – if it was not Abel himself 
– had a certain expertise. 

The above-mentioned differences show without a 
doubt that the Berlin and Karlsruhe sources, that is 
to say, the Violoncello Concerto and the Flute Con-
certo, each had its own independent history. A com-
mon model is very unlikely; it is more plausible to 
assume an original version of the concerto that 
found transmission in more than one manuscript. 
Owing to its scoring exclusively for strings in the 
accompaniment parts as well as for stylistic reasons, 
Peter Holman considers it to be an early work by 
Abel. All of the concertos, symphonies, and over-
tures dating from the London period have oboes and 
horns in the orchestra. Thus the concerto could have 
been composed in the Dresden period between 1743 
and 1758 in proximity to the works listed in the 
1763 Breitkopf catalogue under Abel, Music[ien] de 
la Chamb[re] du Roy de Po-lo[g]n[e], a title that 
Abel had to relinquish upon leaving Dresden, and 
which he exchanged for Charles Frederic Abel, 
Musicien de Chambre de S.M. La Reine de la 
Grande Bretagne already in 1763 in London. 

If we accept the assumption that the original ver-
sion could have been a concerto for viola da gamba, 
the question of key arises. Neither B-flat major nor 

C major provide a satisfactory answer with regard 
to the compass of a solo part for viola da gamba and 
the plausible playability of figures. Although the 
Violoncello Concerto is preserved torso-like, it is 
able to give more credible answers than the Flute 
Concerto, since the adaption of the solo part for the 
violoncello would have required fewer modifica-
tions. If one transposes this solo part into G major 
(opening and final movements) and C major (the 
subdominant key in the middle movement), the 
compass and passage work both prove to be idio-
matic for the viola da gamba. Further confirmation 
is found in the typical gamba-like figures (bari-
olage) of measures 175–182 of the third movement, 
which for technical reasons are playable in this 
range only in G major. It is conspicuous that a sim-
ilar bariolage passage in G major, albeit with a dif-
ferent rhythmic pattern, is found in Abel’s Solo à 
Viola di Gamba è Basso A2:8 (Allegro ma non 
Presto, measures 70–74). 

This reconstructed version of the Concerto for 
Viola da gamba was made taking into account the 
Flute Concerto’s detailed information concerning 
appoggiaturas, articulation, and dynamics, and, at 
the same time, assuming that its orchestral parts (in 
contrast to those of the Violoncello Concerto) con-
tain the full musical text. In spite of careful research 
and a scrupulous search for evidence, we are con-
scious of the conjectural character of such a recon-
struction. 

Thomas Fritzsch, Freiburg (Unstrut) 
Günter von Zadow, Heidelberg 

 
January 2020 

 
Translation: Howard Weiner 

World Premiere Recording of the concerto: The 
19th-Century Viol, Thomas Fritzsch, Michael 
Schönheit, Merseburger Hofmusik, Coviello Clas-
sics (2020), COV92001. 

  




